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Summary:

The Award Winning Digital Photography Projects for the Classroom, Teachers Edition features 64 award winning ideas and projects for using digital imaging in the classroom, as well as both the student and teacher guides to all the projects. Each project includes a student worksheet written for students to use. Some of the projects are productivity ideas, others are curriculum-based projects, with each one identified by year level. None of the projects described within Award Winning Digital Photography Projects require expensive camera equipment or difficult techniques.

The last chapter includes tips on how to import images into the computer and insert them into iMovie, Microsoft PowerPoint and web pages. The step-by-step instructions will work with a variety of software, but focus on using Adobe Photoshop Elements. Award Winning Digital Photography Projects also features an extensive chapter on how to take better pictures.

With Award Winning Digital Photography Projects for the Classroom, Teachers Edition students will be utilising digital imaging in all subject areas, greatly increasing the quality of the work being produced throughout the year.

Supporting Resources:

- Award Winning Digital Video Projects for the Classroom, Teachers Edition (VIS1227)
- Adobe Photoshop Elements in One Hour (IST7762)
- Teaching with Digital Images: Acquire, Analyse, Create, Communicate (IST4008)
- Reinventing Problem-Based Learning: Your Field Guide to Real-World Projects in the Digital Age (IST3032)